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ABSTRACT

After a review of heat and mass transfer theory relevant

to heat pipe performance, math models are developed for cal-

culating heat-transfer limitations of high-temperature heat

pipes and heat-transfer limitations and temperature gradient

of low temperature heat pipes. Calculated results are com-

pared with the available experimental data from various sources

to increase confidence in the present math models.

For the convenience of the users of the present theory,

complete listings of two computer programs for high- and low-

temperature heat pipes respectively are appended to the report.

These programs enables the performance of heat pipes with

wrapped-screen, rectangular-groove or screen-covered rectangular-

groove wick to be predicted.
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NOMENCLATURE

a half of groove width, Eq. (2.15)

A cross-sectional area, Eq. (2.4)

B a constant in Eq. (2.16)

C permeability factor for capillary structure, Eq. (2.13)

cf frictional coefficient, Eq. (2.9)

c f liquid specific heat at constant pressure, Eq. (2.28)

C f correlation constant, Eq. (2.48)

De effective diameter of capillary pores, Eq. (2.49)

Dg diameter of vapor flow passage, Eq. (2.9)

F coefficient for loss of dynamic pressure, Eq. (3.16)

g gravitational acceleration, Eq. (2.2)

h liquid rise in capillary tube, Eq. (2.2)

hf fully wetted liquid height in capillary groove, Eq. (2.6)

hf heat of vaporization, Eq. (2.42)

K effective thermal conductivity of liquid saturated
wick, Eq. (2.24)

'Kf thermal conductivity of liquid, Eq. (2.24)

K thermal conductivity of wick material, Eq. (2.24)

mf total liquid mass flow rate, Eq. (2.13)

m, liquid mass flow rate per groove, Eq. (2.20)

m1 liquid mass flow rate per unit length of evaporator
or condenser, Fig. 2.6

m" vapor mass flow rate per unit of vapor flow area, Eq. (2.50)

mil maximum vapor mass flow rate per unit of vapor flow
max area, Eq. (2.59)
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Nomenclature (continued)

M Mach number, Eq. (2.54)

n number of grooves, Eq. (3.19)

Nf liquid transport factor, Eq. (3.6)

p~ liquid pressure, Eq. (2.13)

p vapor pressure, Eq. (2.9)

p gas stagnation pressure, Eq. (2.51)

p vapor pressure, Eq. (2.44)

p, . liquid pressure, Eq. (2.44)

Ap capillary pumping pressure, Eq. (2.1)c

Apf pressure drop due to liquid flow resistance, Eq. (3.1)

Ap pressure drop due to vapor flow resistance, Eq. (3.15)

Ap average pressure drop due to vapor flow resistance, Eq. (3.2'

Ap pressure drop due to gravitational force, Eq. (3.14)s

P wetted perimeter, Eq. (2.4)

q1 heat transfer rate per groove per unit length, Eq. (2.36)

q" heat transfer rate per unit area, Eq. (2.48)

Q heat transfer rate, Eq. (3.11)

Q maximum heat transfer rate, Eq. (2.59)
luclX

r radius, Eq. (2.3)

r, radius of vapor bubble, Eq. (2.24)

r effective capillary radius for liquid flow, Eq. (2.13)

r. inner radius of heat pipes container, Fig. 2.1

r radius of vapor flow passage, Fig. 2.1

rl'r2 principle radius of curvature of meniscus, Eq. (2.1)
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Nomenclature (continued)

R radius of capillary tube, Eq. (2.5)

Rg equivalent radius of capillary structure, Eq. (2.8)

Re Reynolds number based upon axial velocity and
radius, Eq. (2.11)

Re Reynolds number based upon radial velocity at tube
wall and radius, Eq. (2.11)

t thickness of wick structure, Eq. (3.3)

T Temperature, Eq. (2.29)

T condenser wall temperature, Eq. (3.30)c

T evaporator wall temperature, Eq. (2.30)

T vapor temperature, Eq. (2.31)

AT temperature difference defined as (Te-Tg), Eq. (2.40)
C

AT temperature difference defined as (Tg-Tc), Eq. (3.30)

T stagnation temperature, Eq. (2.52)

u axial velocity, Eq. (2.9)

u bulk average axial velocity, Eq. (2.9)

v radial velocity at tube wall, Eq. (2.11)

Wb Weber number, Eq. (2.60)

x,y co-ordinate axes, Eq. (2.29)

z axial distance, Eq. (2.9)

z_ length of adiabatic section, Eq. (3.4)a

z length of condenser, Eq. (3.4)
C

z length of evaporator, Eq. (3.4)

z, total length of heat pipe, Eq. (3.3)



Nomenclature (continued)

a defined as (dpf/dz)/yf, Eq. (2.14)

Y ratio of specific heats, Eq. (2.54)

6 groove depth, Eq. (2.16)

e porosity of capillary structure, Eq. (2.24)

8 wetting angle, Eq. (2.5)

yf liquid dynamic viscosity, Eq. (2.13)

y vapor dynamic viscosity, Eq. (e.18)

P£ liquid density, Eq. (2.13)

p vapor density, Eq. (2.20)

p gas density at stagnation state, Eq. (2.52)

a surface tension, Eq. (2.1)

T shear stress at tube wall, Eq. (2.9)s

<j> nondimensional temperature, Eq. (2.31)

\l> heat pipe elevation angle, Eq. (2.41)

w groove width, Eq. (2.22)
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I. INTRODUCTION

An Integrated Cryogenic Cooling Engine System (ICICLE)

currently under study at Goddard Space Flight Center is an

attractive concept for providing long life cryogenic cooling

space. Fig. 1.1 is a schematic illustration of the ICICLE

System concept. A miniature Vuilleunier (VM) cycle cryogenic

engine is the central cooling refrigerator. The engine has

three temperature regions: a hot volume (ar900° K) , an ambient

temperature volume (as310° K) and a cold volume («75° K) . The

VM engine operates on thermal power which is provided by a

radioisotope. Because safety considerations will dictate the

location of the isotope and experiment requirements will

dictate the location of spaces which must be cooled, the com-

ponents of the ICICLE System will be distributed on a space-

craft. Consequently, heat pipes ranging from cryogenic to

liquid-metal temperatures are used to couple the VM engine to

other components of the system.

An objective of this research is to develop math models

for predicting performance of heat pipes of various wick

structures (e.g. wrapped-screen, open-groove and screen-

covered-groove wicks) and temperatures ranging from cryogenic

to liquid-metal temperatures. As far as possible, the confi-

dence in theoretical predictions will be established by com-

parison of theory with available experimental data.



Section II below is devoted to a review of heat and mass

transfer theory leading to the development of present math

models which is described in Section rn. Also included in

Section III are comparisons of present predictions with avail-

able experiments. For the convenience of users of the present

math models two complete program listings for calculating

performance of low- and high-temperature heat pipes respectively

are appended to the report.

Conclusions and recommendations for further work are given

in Section IV.

REMOTELY LOCATED ISOTOPE

THERMAL POWER SUPPLY

THERMAL SWITCH

SENSOR

=J

,HOT (Na) HEAT PIPE

..CRYOGENIC
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HOT CYLINDER'

THERMAL RADIATOR

«

COLO SPACE

,COLD CYLINDER

, CENTRALLY LOCATED

VUILLEUMIER ENGINE

' CRANKCASE

AMBIENT (NH3I

HEAT PIPE

Figure 1.1 Schematic illustration of the ICICLE
system concept



II. REVIEW OF HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER THEORY

1. Introductory Remarks

A well-known method for the transfer of a large amount

of heat with small temperature drop consists of the evapora-

tion of a liquid, transport of the vapor through a duct, and

subsequent condensation. In order to work continuously, the

condensate must be returned to the evaporator. Ordinarily

this step is accomplished by gravity or by a pump. In a heat
2

pipe the return of liquid is accomplished by a wick of

suitable capillary structure.

The principle of operation of a simple cylindrical heat

pipe is shown schematically in Fig. 2.1. The wick is saturated

with a wetting liquid. In the steady state the liquid temp-

erature in the evaporator is maintained higher than in the

condenser by an external heat source. The resulting difference

in vapor pressure Ap drives vapor from the evaporator to con-

denser. The depletion of liquid by evaporation causes the

vapor-liquid interface in the evaporator to retreat into the

wick surface and a capillary pressure is developed. This capil-

lary pressure pumps condensate back to the evaporator. The

heat pipe can operate without drying out the wick as long as

the capillary pressure term is greater than or equal to the

sum of pressure drops due to liquid and vapor flow resistance

and gravitational forces acting on the liquid.





The temperature drop of a heat pipe equals to the sum of

the temperature drops at the evaporator, vapor flow passage

and condenser. Because of the usual thinness of wick struc-

tures and the small temperature drop at the vapor flow passages,

the heat pipe exhibits a thermal conductance greatly in excess

of that which could be obtained by the use of a homogeneous

piece of any known metal.

However, unlike solid heat conductors, heat pipes cannot

be characterized by a single property as equivalent thermal

conductivity. Limitations and thermal conductance of a heat

pipe are dependent upon not only the size, shape and materials

of the heat pipe but also its heat transfer rate, wick struc-

ture and working fluid. Heat pipes using working fluids

ranging from cryogens to liquid metals have been developed.

Different types of wick structures have been used; several

examples are shown in Fig. 2.2. Heat and mass transfer theory

relevant to heat pipe performance are reviewed below.

2. Capillary Pressure in Wick Structures

The well-known Laplace and Young equation for the capil-

lary pressure difference, Ap , established at any point of ac

liquid vapor interface is

Apc = o(l/ri + l/r2), (2.1)

in which r., and r2 are the principal radii of curvature of

meniscus and a the surface tension. The commonest method of

measuring pressure differences across the meniscus in a
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capillary is the observation of vertical liquid rise, h.

Ap can then be related to h by the equation
w

Apc = (pf ~ Pg}9h' (2.2)

where pf is the liquid density, p is the vapor density and

g is the gravitational acceleration. For an approximate

treatment of the capillary rise, when the radius of curvature

of the meniscus is much smaller than the capillary rise,

Eq. (2.1) can be reduced to a simpler relation with one radius

of curvature, r, and the pressure-difference equation becomes

Apc = 2a/r = (pf - p )gh. (2.3)

In the case of a perfectly wetting liquid in a capillary tube,

the radius of curvature of the surface of the meniscus r approxi-

mates the hydraulic radius of the capillary, R, defined as

R = 2A/tf>, (2.4)

where A is the cross-sectional area and <P the wetted perimeter.

If the liquid, however, does not wet the capillary surface

completely, an angle of contact between the liquid and the

solid surface, 9, will be observed and the radius of curvature

becomes r = R cos 8. Then, the capillary pressure differences

and the vertical liquid rises can be accertained by the

relation

Apc = *pf ~ pg)gh = 2a cos 9/R* (2.5)



Figure 2.3 Liquid rise in a capillary groove
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The liquid-vapor interface in a capillary groove under

the action of gravity is shown schematically in Fig. 2.3.

Experimental and theoretical studies of liquid interfaces

in different shaped grooves have been made by Bressler and
4

Wyatt . It was found that both the measured and the cal-

culated fully-wetted height can be represented accurately by

a similar relation as given in Eq. (2.5)

AP = (p ~ P)gn = 2a cos 9/R (2.6)

as shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, when R for an open groove of
*•'.

cross-sectional area, A, wetted perimeter, f , and width, w,

is calculated by the equation

R = 2A/(?-u)) (2.7)

instead of Eq. (2.4).

Hence capillary pumping pressure, when p « pf, can be

calculated by the equation

Apc = 2a cos 6/Rg (2.8)

with R_. designated an equivalent radius defined as 2A/f for

capillary tubes and 2A/(f-u>) for open capillary grooves.

3. Vapor Pressure Drop

A stationary vapor control volume of diameter D and

width dz with mass transfer per unit width m1 is represented

in Fig. 2.6 with the terms which appear in the momentum

11



g

((fcffu2)/2)dz

Ap+(dAp/dz)dz

t_ , J j I
dz

Figure 2.6 An elementary contra! volume for vanor flow
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equation, where m1 may be positive, zero or negative depend-

ing upon whether the evaporator, adiabatic section or con-

denser of a heat pipe is under consideration. The principle

of conservation of axial momentum requires that

9 D /2 _ *
dpg/dz = -2cfPguVDg - 8(d / ̂  pg u rdr/dz)/Dg, (2.9)

in which p is the vapor pressure, z is the axial distance,

cf is the skin friction coefficient T /(p u /2) , Re is the

Reynolds number p uD /y ,y is the vapor dynamic viscosity,

u is the vapor velocity, and u is the vapor bulk average

velocity.

Integration of Eq. (2.9) from z = 0 to z = z (=z +z +z )t e a c

yields a relation for the total vapor pressure drop

zt 2Ap = / * (2c,p u VD )dz. (2.10)
9 0 ^3 "

It was noted in the above integration that u = 0 at both ends

of a heat pipe. This Eq. (2.10) can be evaluated if the skin

friction coefficient cf is known.

The values of cf for laminar flow may be obtained from

numerical solution of complete Navier-Stokes equations for

the tube flow with wall suction and injection. The dependence

With negative m' axial momentum flux associated with m1(=m'u)
may be subtracted from the righthand side of Eq. (2.9); but
for heat pipe application condensation occurs at the vicinity
of the liquid-vapor interface where u is small, so it is neg-
lected in the present analysis.

13
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Figure 2.7 Friction coefficient for the fully developed flow.
o, exact numerical solution; t empirical
Eq. (1.11).
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of the fully developed cfRe on the wall Reynolds number

Re (=p vD /y ) from Yuan and Finkelstein1s solution ' is

shown in Fig. 2.7. It can be seen in this figure that the

empirical equation

c,Re = 1/[0.048 + 0.0494/(4.7 + Re )°*8], (2.11)
* Vr

accurately represents the exact numerical data for negative

as well as positive Re . It can also be seen in this figure
Vr

that at Re =0 Eq. (2.11) reduces to

cfRe = 16/Re, (2.12)

which is the well-known Hagen-Poiseuille solution for the

fully developed tube flow without wall mass flux.

It should be noted that in the above derivation of

Eq. (2.10) for the vapor-pressure drop complete recovery

of dynamic pressure due to vapor velocity has been assumed.

However, it can be seen in Fig. 2.7 that the friction coef-

ficient G£, and therefore the velocity gradient at the wall

also, becomes zero at Re = -4.5978. At further increase
Vr

in suction, negative velocity gradient exists at the wall; a

and reverse flow is likely to occur. When the flow reverse

occurs, the recovery of dynamic pressure becomes difficult .

Unfortunately, no quantitative information is available at

the present time to account for the loss of dynamic pressure

at reverse flows,. This information is urgently needed,

because most heat pipes have large /Re / values at the condenser.

15



4. Liquid Pressure Drop

For the flow of liquid through capillary structures, the

liquid pressure gradient in the axial direction dpf/dz may be
2

calculated by the equation ,

dpf/dz = cyfmf/(ArJpf), (2.13)

where c is a dimensionless constant depending on the detailed

geometry of the capillary structure, yf is the liquid dynamic

viscosity, mf is the liquid mass flow rate, A is the total

cross-sectional area for liquid flow, r is the effective

hydraulic radius for liquid flow , and p_ is the liquid

density. For non-connected parallel circular cylinder c = 8,

and for concentric annular c = 12. However, for wrapped

screen the value of c is uncertain and dependent upon the

screen mesh size and the wrapping tightness.

For liquid flow in passages of simple geometry such as

those of open and closed grooves shown in Figs. 2.8, expres-

sions for the pressure drop may be derived by theoretical

consideration. The governing equation for the fully developed

laminar flow of liquid in grooves can be written as

32u/3x2 + 32u/8y2 = a, (2.14)

where a is defined as (dp_/dz)/yf. Eq. (2.14) can be solved

with appropriate boundary conditions. For example, for flow

16
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in an open rectangular groove of Fig. 2.9 the boundary condi-

tions are:

u = 0 , @ x = + a & y = 0 ; and 3u/3y = 0, @ y = 6; (2,15)

and solution of Eq. (2.14) may be sought in the form

u - B(a2 - x2)y (6 - y/2) (2.16)

which satisfies the boundary conditions (2.15). In accordance
g

with the method of Galerkin , we obtain for determination of

B the equation

/ / (32u/3x2+32u/3y2-a)(a2-x2)y(6-y/2)dxdy = 0. (2.17)
x=0 y=0

whence

B = 5a/[4(a2 + 62) ] (2.18)

and the required solution is

u = -5a(a2-x2)y(6-y/2)/[4(a2+62)]. (2.19)

Now mass flow rate in each groove m, may be determined by

the equation

a 6
m = 2 / / p^udxdy. (2.20)
1 x=0 y=0

On substitution of u from Eq. (2.19) into the above Eq. (2.20)

there is obtained

19



m;L = -5pfaa
363/9(a2+62) (2.21)

or

dpf/dz = -18(w
2+452)yfm1/(5w

363pf)f (2.22)

for the liquid pressure drop in an open groove of depth 6 and

width a).

If similar analysis is made for liquid flows in covered

grooves of depth 6 and width u), the resultant expression for

the pressure gradient will be

dpf/dz = -72(u)
2+62)yfm1/(5u

363pf). (2.23)

5. Heat Transfer

The primary heat-transfer mechanism for heat pipes is

thermal conduction through the liquid saturated wick with

surface evaporation at the evaporator section and film

condensation with conduction through the liquid-saturated

wick at the condenser section. Values of the thermal con-

ductivity of heterogeneous materials such as the liquid-
9

saturated wick are dealt with by Gorring and Churchill .

The simplest configurations, as shown in Fig. 2.10,

consist of arrangement of wick material and liquid in series

or parallel. The exact solutions for these cases are re-

spectively,

Ke = KfVIeKw + Kf (1"e)] (2.24)

20



Direction of heat transfer

liquid

g a

Series arrangement

Direction of heat transfer

liquid

Parallel arrangement

Figure 2.10 Heat transfer model for series or parallel arrangement of
liquid-saturated wick structures
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Figure 2.11 Keat transfer model for cubic array of truncated
spheres
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and

Ke = eKf + (1"e)Kw (2.25)

in which e is the volume fraction of liquid, K is the thermal

conductivity of the liquid saturated wick, K, is the thermal

conductivity of the liquid, and K is the thermal conductivity
Wf

of the wick material. Thermal conductivities for the liquid

saturated wick of distributed cylinders and spheres can be

calculated respectively by the equations

Ke = Kf[Kf+Kw -(1-e)(Kf-
Kw)1/[Kf+V(1"e)(Kf"Kw)]' (2>26)

and

Ke = Kf[2Kf+Kw -2(l-e) (Kf-Kw)]/[2Kf+Kw+(l-e) (Kf-Kw> ] . (2.27)

The thermal conductivity of a simple cubic array of adjoined,

truncated spheres having circles of contact of radius r as

illustrated in Fig. 2.11 is as follows:

Ke = Kv/[(R/r) + Un2R/r)/7r], (2.28)

when fluid surrounding the array is postulated to have zero

conductivity and the radius of contact was assumed to be small

relative to the radius of the spheres.

For some simple geometries, analytical expression for

film evaporation and condensation can be derived in a straight-

forward manner. For example, for the case of film evaporation

from rectangular grooved wick as shown in Fig. 2.12 with K^ « K
i W

23



if liquid depletion is neglected, the conduction equation

for the liquid in grooves may be written as:

32T/3x2 + 32T/3y2 = 0, (2.29)

and the approximate boundary conditions may be written as:

@ x = 0 , x = w & y = 0 : T = evaporator wall temp-
erature, T ;

@ y = 6: T = vapor temperature, T . (2.30)

On the introduction of 4> defined as:

0 = (T-Te)/(Tg-Te), (2.31)

Eq. (2.31) becomes

32<f>/3x2 + 324>/3y2 = 0 (2 .32)

with boundary conditions

@ x = 0, x = u & y = 0: <f> = 0; and @ y = 6: <j> = 1. (2.33)

A solution of Eq. (2.32) with boundary conditions (2.33) by

the separation-of-variables method is:

oc

<J> = (2/ir) £ {[(-1) + l]/n}sin(n7rx/aj)sinh(nTry/a))/sinh(n7r6/aj)
n=l

(2 .34)

Hence the temperature of the liquid is given by the equation

cc

e n=l
T = To+(T^-T^) (2/ir) Z { [ (-1)n+l]/n}sin(mrx/o)) sinh(mry/w)

/sinh(mr6/n) . (2.35)

24
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0.5 1.5

2.13 f(6/«rf) versus («/«•»). x, exact f(6/rt) Eq. (1.38);
, approximate f(6/i*) Eq. (1.39).
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The heat transfer per unit length of the rectangular groove

q1 can then be calcullated by the equation:

w/2
q' = -2Kf / OT/3y)y=0 dx, (2.36)

that is

oc

(T -T ) = q ' /{K f (4/TT) Z [2/ (2m+l) ] coth [ (2m+l) ir6/u>] } . (2 .37)
9 n=0

Now let
oc

f (6 /u ) E Tr/{4 Z [ (2 / (2m+l)coth( (2m+l) iT6/a>) ] }. (2 .38)
m=0

Fig. 2.13 shows that the exact values of f (6/to) can be

represented accurately by the equation

f(6/u) = 0.185 th[5.4(6/u)]. (2.39)

Hence the evaporator temperature drop for the rectangular

grooved wick with Kf « K can be calculated accurately by
1. Vr

the equation

ATe = 0.185 q
1 (th[5.4(6/u) ] }/Kf. (2.40)

6. Miscellaneous Topics

(i) Gravitational force. The pressure drop due to gravity

Ap in a column of liquid as shown in Fig. 2.14 can be cal-s

culated simply by the equation

Aps = Pfgzt sin ip, (2.41)

where Ap is defined as (p- - p,) and g is the gravitational

acceleration.
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Figure 2.14 Pressure drop due to gravitational force,
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(ii) Vapor temperature drop. The Clausius-Clapeyron

equation with the perfect gas approximation relates T and p
3 9

along the saturation line

dpg/dTg = hfgPg/Tg (2.42)

where hf is the heat of vaporization. Hence the vapor

temperature drop AT is related to the vapor pressure drop

Ap by the equation

ATg = W'W' (2'43)

(iii) Nucleate boiling. Imagine a spherical vapor

bubble of radius r, in a liquid; at equilibrium

"b^Pvap - plig) = 27rrb0' (2'44)

For heat pipe application p corresponds to the saturationv«p
vapor pressure at the evaporator wall temperature T and

p.. . corresponds to the pressure of the vapor at the evap-

orator p Eq. (2.44) can be written as

pe - Pg = 2a/rb. (2.45)

Since (p -p ) ~ (T -T )(dp/dT), we can combine Eqs. (2.42) ande g e g
(2.45) to get

VTg = ZV^VgV' (2'46)

Hence if

VTg > 2Tg "/^fgPgV- (2'47)
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a bubble of radius r, will grow and nucleate boiling may

occur.

A large number of experimental data for nucleation

boiling have been reported; and a number of correlation

equations for empirical data have been derived. Rohsenow

reports the following correlation equation which satisfactorily

represents the pool nucleate boiling data of a number of

investigators:

1/3
c
Pf

(Te"Tg)/hfg = csf{[s"/(yhfg)/a/[g(pf-pg)]}
 (^fcpf

/Kf)

(2.48)

in which c is the liquid specific heat, q" is the heat flux

density/ and C ~ is the correlation constant ranging from

0.002 to 0.015 dependent upon surface-fluid combinations. For

example, for water-platinum combination c f = 0.013 and for

water-nickel C f = 0.006.

Allingham and McEntire , made both theoretical and

experimental studies of nucleate boiling from water-saturated

wick material. They recommend the following correlation

equation:

q"/[cpfG(Te-Tg)] = 0.072(cpfyf/Kf)~
0-6(pfo/pg)~°-

21

(DeG/yf)~°-
77, (2.49)
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where G is defined as q"/ehf , e is the wick porosity and

De is the effective diameter of the capillary pores.

(iv) Sonic velocity. For gas flow with wall injection

and suction as shown in Fig. 2.15, the maximum axial mass

flux density m" occurs at the downstream end of the injection

section. On consideration of a control volume for the in-

jection section, the conservation of mass, momentum and energy

requires that

m" = pu, (2.50)

po = p + pu
2, (2.51)

TQ = T + u
2/(2Cp) ; (2.52)

and the ideal gas law states that

P0/(P0TQ) = p/(pT). (2.53)

In the above Eqs. subscript o indicates stagnation state of

the injected gas. In terms of Mach number M, Eqs. (2.50)

through (2.52) may be rewritten as:

m" = pM/yRT, (2.54)

pQ/p = 1 + yM, (2.55)

TQ/T = 1 + (y-l)M
2/2. (2.56)

In the above Eqs. y is the ratio of specific heats, and R is

the gas constant. Combination of Eqs. (2.53) and (2.55) and

(2.56) yields an expression for the density ratio
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po/p = (l+YM)/[l+(Y-l)M/2]. (2.57)

From Eqs. (2.54), (2.56) and (2.57), the following expression

for m" can be derived

m" = po/YRT^ M[l+(Y-l)M
2/2]1/2/(l+YM

2). (2.58)

The maximum mass flux density possible m" for a given
ITlcLX

stagnation condition is at M equal to unity, m" can there-
lUciX

fore be calculated by Fig. (2.58) with M = 1, i.e.

mmax = P</YRT0/[2(Y+1)] (2.59)

(V) Entrainment. For a vapor flow over a liquid surface,

the force which tends to tear the liquid apart is proportional
_2

to the product of dynamic pressure p u /2 and square of a
2

characteristic length a , and the force which holds the surface

liquid is proportional to the product of surface tension of

the liquid a and a characteristic length a. At high velocity,

some liquid may be entrained by the vapor. Weber number Wb

defined as the ratio of the two forces mentioned above, namely:

Wb E p u~2a/a, (2.60)

is used as a criterion for the liquid entrainment.
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III. PERFORMANCE OF HEAT PIPES

Performance of a heat pipe is dependent upon the proper-

ties of its working fluid. An approximate analysis of heat

pipes with various working fluids will first be made below

and then mathematical models for steady operation of low-

temperature as well as high-temperature heat pipes will be

developed.

1. Approximate Analysis

For qualitative comparison of heat-pipe performance with

various working fluids, an approximate theory is to be

developed for a simple cylindrical heat pipe at horizontal

orientation as shown in Fig. 3.1. The following simplifying

assumptions are made:

(i) Liquid wets the wick completely,

(ii) Vapor pressure losses are negligible,

(iii) Wick thickness t is much smaller than the radius
of the vapor flow passage,

(iv) Heat flux density is uniform at the evaporator
and condenser surface,

(v) Thermal conductivity of the liquid-saturated
wick is proportional to that of the liquid.

The pressure balance for steady operation of this heat pipe

can then be written

Apc = Apf. (3.1)
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At the maximum heat flux Qmax> capillary pressure Ap can be

evaluated by Eq. (2.8) with 9 = 0, i.e.

(3.2)

and liquid pressure drop due to flow resistance Apf can be

evaluated approximately by integrating Eq. (2.13), namely:

zi- 2Apf = / ̂  tcyfmf/(2Trtrir^pfe)]dz. (3.3)

In this Eq. (3.3) the axial distribution of mf in terms of

tiaxQ _.. can be written as:

<a 0 < z < ze: mf =

(ze+za): mf = Qmax/hfg

1 z i zt: mf = Qmax {1~ [z' (ze+za} ]/ze}/nfg

Substitution from Eq. (3.4) followed by integration results

in the following expression for Apf:

(3.4)

Combination of Eqs. (3.2) and (3.5) yields an expression

for Qmax:

Qmax = Nft{87rrir2e/[CRE(ze+2za+zc)]}. (3.6)
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Where Nf is the liquid transport factor defined as apfhf /yf,

and it is a function of the working-fluid properties. All

other terms on the right hand side of Eq. (3.5) depend on the

heat pipe design. Fig. 3.2 shows the values of the liquid

transport factor, Nf, for several heat-pipe working fluids.

The temperature gradient of a heat pipe is determined by

the heat flux density and the radial thermal conductance of

the wick material saturated with the working fluid in the

liquid state. Based upon the simplifying assumptions (iii)

and (v) described above, the conductance of the liquid-

saturated wick U is seen to be proportional to the thermal

conductivity of the liquid divided by the wick thickness, i.e.,

U QC Kf/t orATcCQt/Kf. (3.7)

Now for a heat pipe of fixed physical dimensions, its

approximate operating characteristics with different work-

ing fluid may be derived from Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7). These

are: (a) the maximum heat-transfer capability of the heat

pipe is directly proportional to the values of liquid trans-

port factor of the working fluid, and (b) the temperature

drop at equal heat-transfer rate is inversely proportional

to the liquid thermal conductivity of the working fluid.

Fig. 3.3 shows the values of the liquid thermal conductivity

for several fluids.
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Similarly, the approximate operating characteristics of

heat pipes of equal maximum heat transfer capability may also

be derived from Eqs. 3.6 and 3.7. These are: (a) the wick

thickness required is inversely proportional to the value of

the liquid transport factor of the working fluid; and (b) the

temperature drop at equal heat transfer rate is inversely

proportional to the product of the liquid thermal conductivity

and the liquid transport factor. For the convenience of future

reference, this product is named the liquid thermal conduc-

tance factor. Its values for several fluids are plotted in

Fig. 3.4.

The foregoing are the relative operating characteristics

of heat pipes in terms of the liquid transport factor, liquid

thermal conductivity and liquid thermal conductance factor.

The high values for the liquid-metal fluids, as can be seen

in Figs. 3.2 through 3.4, indicate large heat transfer

capability and small temperature drop for the high-temperature

heat pipes. It is often possible to consider the high-

temperature heat pipe as an isothermal device. On the other

hand the low values for the cryogenic- and ambient-temperature

fluids indicate that the temperature gradients is required

to be considered for the low-temperature heat pipes.

2. Performance of High-Temperature Heat Pipes

As seen in the above section, the temperature gradient

for high-temperature heat pipe is expected to be small. For
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the performance, its heat-transfer capability is of main con-

cern. Theories for the calculation of heat-transfer limita-

tions have been developed by several authors, for example, see

Refs. 2 and 3. Individual limitations indicated in Fig. 3.5

are considered by Kemme . Following the work of Kemme, we

derive a mathematical model for cylindrical high-temperature

heat pipes at various wick structures as shown in Fig. 3.6.

Sonic limitation. The maximum Mach number at the

evaporator exit is unity. For given values of vapor temper-

ature and density at the upstream end of the evaporator

T and p , the maximum mass flux density m" at the exit

of the evaporator, assuming that vapor behaves like an ideal

gas, can be calculated by Eq. 2.59, namely:

= p g /YRT g / [2(Y+l)] , (2 .59)

where the value of y for monatonic gases in 1.667 and that

for diatonic gases in 1.4. As the value of m" is related

to the maximum heat transfer rate by the equation:

< ^ h ) . ( 3

Combination of Eqs . (2.59) and (3.9) results in an expression

for sonic limitation:

Qmax = P h f " r g ^ ^ [ 2 (Y+l) ] . (3 .9)
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Entrainment limitation. If the dynamic pressure of the

vapor is excessive, some liquid from the wick-return system

may be entrained. Once entrainment begins in a heat pipe,

fluid circulation increases until the liquid-return path

cannot accommodate the increased flow. This causes dryout

and overheat of the evaporator. Weber number defined by
_2

Eq. (2.60) i.e., Wb = p u a/a, can be used as a criterion

for the entrainment limitation. Magnitude of the charac-

teristic length 'a' in the calculation of the Weber number

is dependent upon the wick structures, which can be empirically

determined for different structures once and for all. The

entrainment limitation can then be determined by the equation

p u2a/a = 1. (3.10)

As u is related to Q by the equation

u = Q/Ur2pghfg) (3.11)

Substitution of Eq. (3.11) into (3.10) yields the following

equation for entrainment limitation:

Qmax = Shf

Wicking limitation. When the sum of pressure drops due

to gravitational force and the resistance for liquid and vapor

flows balances the maximum capillary pressure, wicking limi-

tation is reached.
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The maximum capillary pressure for a given liquid-wick

combination can be calculated by Eq. (2.8), i.e.

Apc « 2a cos 9/Rg (3.13)

where 0 is the liquid-wick wetting angle, and R.., is the

effective capillary radius which equals to 2A/f for the

meshed-screen wick and equals to 2A/((p-to) for the wick of

open grooves.

The pressure drop due to gravitational force is

calculated by Eq. (2.41), i.e.,

Ap_ = pfgz sin ̂ . (3.14)
S I t

The vapor pressure drop can be evaluated by integrating

Eq. (2.9) with values of cf for the evaporator and adiabatic

section being calculated by Eq. (2.11). For the condenser at

JRe | < 4.5978, cf values can also be calculated by Eq. (2.11).
Vr i

However, I Re I values at the condenser of heat pipes operating

at this maximum heat-transfer capability are usually greater

than 4.5978. Under this circumstance the reverse flow is

likely to be developed at the condenser and the recovery of

dynamic pressure at the condenser becomes difficult. At the

present time, no quantitative information of pressure recovery

at the condenser is available. It will be assumed that the

dynamic pressure at the down-steam end of the adiabatic

section will be lost at the condenser. The total pressure
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can then be evaluated by integrating Eg. (2.9) from z ~ 0 to

z = zg + z with cf values for the evaporator and adiabatic

section being calculated by Eg. (2.11), whence

ze+za 0.8
Ap « / 2pu2/{DaRe [0.0481 + 0 .0494/ (4 . 7+Re } ' ]}y Q g y w

Dg/2
+ (8 / p u2rdr/D 2) (3.15)

0 * z=ze+za

The first integral of this Eq. (3.15) can be integrated in

a straight-forward manner; and the second integral was
12 13investigated by Bohdansky et. al. and Busse , whose

results in the present notation may be written as:

V2
(8 / p u2rdr/D 2) = F(2p u2) (3.16)

0 y y z=z,+z y z=z +zda e a

Where F in first approximation is equal to unit. For the

case of uniform wall heat-flux density at the evaporator,

Re for the evaporator may be written as Q_ /Trh£ z y , andw f Tnax fg eg

u for the evaporator, and the adiabatic section can also be

written in terms of Q , as follows:max

@ Q < z < ze: u = ̂ max^^fgPg^V

@ a < z < (ze+za) : u = 4Qmax/ UhfgPgDg
2) (3.17)

Hence the following equation for Ap can be derived:

°'
% = tQnuu/hfg)-{(4ng/1rpgDg

4) [ze/(0.0481+ 0 . 0494/ (4 . 7-f ,
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The liquid pressure drop due to flow resistance can be

evaluated by integration of Eq. (2.13), (2.22) or (2.23)

depending on whether the capillary wick is made of wrapped

screens , open grooves , or screen covered grooves . The

resultant Ap^ expressions written in terms of Qma are as

follows:

For wrapped-screen screen wick:

g g (3'19a)

For open-groove wick:

Apf = 9Qmaxyf(u
2+4S2) (ze+2za+za)/(5npfhfgu>

363) . (3.19b)

For screen-covered groove wicks :

Ap, = 36 Qm u<:(u>2+62) (z +2z+z)/(5npfhf w
363) . (3.19c)j- luovC I. G CL c i J.y

In Eqs. (3.19b) and (3.19c), n is the number of grooves.

On the substitution of Eqs. (3.13), (3.14), (3.18) and

(3.19) for the pressure differences Ap , Ap , Ap and Ap^
C S y i

respectively into the following pressure-banance equation,

APC
 = Aps + APg + Apf (3 '20)

the maximum heat-transfer rate due to wick limitation can

be- calculated.
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Boiling 1imitation. Nucleate boiling in the wick struc-

ture of a heat pipe may interfere with the liquid return.

The limiting temperature drop at the evaporator for the onset

of nucleation can be calculated by Eg. (2.46), namely:

Te " Tg ** 2V/ChfgPgrb}' C3.21)

where the value of the effective bubble radius is dependent

upon the wick structure and it has to be determined empiri-

cally at the present time. (T - T ) may be written, in

terms of the heat transfer rate, as follows:

(Te - Tg> = Qmax(ri-V / t7rKeVri+V] (3 '22)

with the effective thermal conductivity, K , being evaluated

by Eq. (2.26) for the wrapped-screen wicks and by Eq. (2.25)

for the groove wicks. The value of porosity, e, for the

wrapped screen wick is dependent upon the wrapping tightness

and the value of e for the groove wick may be calculated by

the equation

e = n-»/[ir(r.-r )] (3.23)* y

Combination of Eqs. (2.26), (3.21) and (3.22) yields the

following expression of boiling limitation for the wrapped-

screen heat pipe:

Qmax = 2-V{ze(ri+VKf[Kf+V(1-£)(Kf-V]}/{{ri-rg)[Kf+\

hfgPgrb} (3'24)
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and combination of Eqs. (2.25) and (3.21) through (3.23)

gives the following expression of boiling limitation for

the groove . heat pipes:

Qmax = 2Tgaze[nu>Kf + [TT (ri+rg) -n^Kw>/{ (r.-rg)hfgpgrb} (3.25)

Computer program and comparison with experiments. A com-

puter program has been written for the math model developed

above for the calculation of heat transfer limitation. A pro-

gram listing together with users instruction is appended to

the manual, Appendix A.

An example of the calculated results using this program

is shown in Fig. 3.7 for comparison with Kemme's experiments

under the same conditions. It can be seen in this figure that

the experimental data are well represented by the theoretical

prediction. However, it should be mentioned that values of

the liquid-wick wetting angle 0 , and the characteristic lengths

'a' for entrainment have been so chosen to give this good

agreement .

3. Performance of Low-Temperature Heat Pipes

It was shown in Section I of this chapter that the temp-

erature drops for the ambient- and low-temperature heat pipes

are often important. Complete performance of these heat pipes

will include not only the maximum heat transfer capability

but also the temperature drops at various operating conditions.

Accordingly a math model is developed to calculate these quan-

tities.
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Maximum heat-transfer capability. Because of the low

values of liquid transport factor for the working fluids of

the low temperature heat pipes, the most likely heat-transfer

limitation is the wick limitation. Procedure for the cal-

culation of wick limitation described in the above section

for the high-temperature heat pipe is also applicable to the

calculation of wick limitation for the low-temperature heat

pipes. Thus the wick limitation is calculated by equating

maximum capillary pressure Ap of Eq. (3.13) to the sum ofc

the hydrostatic pressure drop Ap of Eq. (3.14), the vapor-s

flow pressure drop Ap of Eq. (3.18) and the liquid-flow

pressure drop Apf of Eq. (3.19).

Temperature drop. The total temperature drop of a heat

pipe is equal to the sum of temperature drops at the evaporator,

vapor flow passage and condenser. Conduction model described

in Section 5 of Chapter n can be used to calculate the tempera-

ture drops at the evaporator and condenser, respectively.

The vapor pressure drop AT can be calculated by Clausius-

Clopeyron Eq. (2.43)

AT
g = VV

(pghfg}' (3'26)

where the average vapor pressure drop Ap is the difference of

the average vapor pressures at the evaporator and the con-

denser; it can be calculated by Eq. (3.27a) or (3.27b) below
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depending on whether |Rew| at condenser is less or greater

than 4.5975:

4 O °-8
Ap = (2u Q/irhf p D*){z /(0.0481 + 0.0494/(4.7+ ° ) )

y y ^y y y c fg e g

o °'8+ 64z + z /(0.0481 + 0.0494/(4.7- -r-— ) )}a c unfgzcyg

(3.27a)

or

2 O °'8APg = (Q/hfg){(2ygApgDg) [ze/(0.0481 + 0.0494/(4.7+ ̂  g y ) )

+ 64zl -I- 32Q/(TT2p h- D*)} (3.27b)a g ig g

These Eqs. (3.27a) and (3.27b) for Ap are obtained by inte-

gration of Eq. (2.9) using the procedure described in Section 2

of this chapter.

The temperature drop at the evaporator AT for thin wick

structures can be calculated by the equation

ATe = Q(ri-rg)/[TrzeKe(ri+rg)] (3.28)

where K is the effective thermal conductivity of the liquid

saturated wick which may be approximated by Eq. (2.26) for

the wrapped screen wick and by Eq.(2.28) for the sintered-

porous-metal wick. For wick structures composed of rectangular
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grooves with Kf « K evaporation occuring at the liquid-

vapor interface but not at the groove fin tip, AT expression

can be derived from Eq. (2.40), i.e./

ATe = 0.185 Q th [5.4(<5/co)]/(nzeKf) (3.29)

The temperature drop at the condenser AT for thin wickc

structures can be calculated by the equation

ATc = Q(ri-rg)/[TT2cKe(ri+rg)] (3.30)

where the effective thermal conductivity K for the liquid-

saturated wrapped-screen and sintered-porous-metal wicks can

again be calculated by Eqs. (2.30) and (2.28), respectively.

For wicks of rectangular grooves condensation occurs at the

liquid-vapor interface as well as the groove fin tips; and

liquid and groove fin conduct heat in parallel. K can be

calculated by Eq. (2.25), namely:

Ke = eKf + d-e)Kw (3.31)

where e is equal nw/[7r(ri+r )].

Computer program and comparison with experiments. A com-

puter program for the above described math model for the low

temperature heat pipe has been developed; both maximum heat

transfer capability and total temperature drops are calculated

at various operating conditions. The program is applicable

to the heat pipe with wrapped-screen wick, open-rectangular-

groove wick or screen-covered-rectangular-groove wick. The
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program listing together with users instruction is given in

Appendix B.

The calculated evaporator temperature drop for a liquid

nitrogen heat pipe with wrapped-screen wick is plotted versus

heat transfer rate in Fig. 3.8 for comparison with Raskin's

experimental data under the same operating conditions.

Predictions based upon the present conduction model closely

represents the empirical data. Also shown in Fig. 3.8 are

the evaporator temperax ire drops calculated by the theories

of nucleate pool boiling Eq. (2.48), and nucleate boiling

in wick structures Eq. (2.49). It can be seen in this

Fig. 3.8 that nucleate boiling heat transfer theory under-

estimate the evaporate temperature drop. For further

improvement on the present conduction model, liquid property

variation with respect to temperature and convection heat

transfer should be accounted, as can be seen in Figs. 3.9 and

3.10. Details of conduction evaporation model with convection

and property variation considered are described in Ref. 14.

The low temperature heat pipes with the wrapped screen

wicks have rather poor performance from the temperature-drop

point of view as can be seen in Fig. 3.10. The grooved heat

pipe offers improvement in both the heat transfer capability

and the effective thermal conductance, because the grooves

provide a small liquid flow resistance for liquid return and
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Figure 3.8 Comparison of evaporation heat transfer theories
with experiments
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Figure 3.9 Evaporation based upon conduction model taking into
account of convection and fluid property variations
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Figure 3.10 Condenser, evaporator and total temperature drops
of a LN2 heat pipe — A comparison between theory

experiments
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the highly conductive groove fins insure low resistance for

heat flow.

The present predictions for the heat transfer capability

and temperature drops of a Dynatherm liquid nitrogen heat pipe

with groove wicks are shown in Figs. 3.11 and 3.12 for com-

parison with the experiments by Dynatherm under the same

conditions.

The above Dynatherm nitrogen cryopipe is used as an

example to illustrate the use of the present computer program

to generate complete performance of the low-temperature heat

pipes. This heat pipe has the following specifications:

Mean groove height, 6 0.089 cm

Mean groove width, w 0.064 cm

Inner diameter, D^ 0.97 cm

Outer diameter, D 1.27 cm

No. of grooves, n 30

Evaporator length, z 10 cm

Adiabatic-section length, z 120 cm
a.

Condenser length, z 10 cmc
Empirical capillary radius, R^ 0.0354 cm

Container material 6061-76A1

The predicted complete performance of this heat pipe is

shown in Fig. 3.13 in which the locus of the maximum

heat-transfer capability and the lines of constant rate of

heat transfer are mapped on the total temperature-drop versus

condenser-temperature coordinates.
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Figure 3.13 Predicted performance of a grooved LN2 heat pipe
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Conclusions

In conclusion the results of this research can be sum-

marized as follows:

(i) Fundamentals of heat and mass transfer theory are

reviewed with a view of application to theoretical

analyses of heat pipes of various wick structures

and working fluids.

(ii) A math model for high-temperature heat pipes has

been developed by means of which it is possible

to predict the heat-transfer limitations of heat

pipes with wrapped-screen, rectangular-groove or

screen-covered-rectangular-groove wick.

(iii) A math model for low temperature heat pipes with

wrapped-screen, rectangular-groove or screen-

covered-rectangular-groove wick has also been

developed by means of which complete performance

of heat pipes (e.g., see Fig. 3.3) including both

heat transfer limitations and temperature gradients

at different operating conditions can be predicted,

(iv) The extent to which the present prediction correlates

the existing experimental data can be judged by

inspection of Figs. 3.7, 3.11 and 3.12.

(v) The theory is capable of greater refinement when more

comprehensive experimental data become available.
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2. Recommendations

It is recommended that the present theory should be

extended and developed in the following ways:

(i) There is a need for comprehensive experimental

data in particular those for the low temperature

heat pipes. Initial work confined to a single

low-temperature heat pipe at different operating

conditions would be fruitful, particularly with the

aim of obtaining complete performance of a heat

pipe as shown in Fig. 3.13. The next step would

carry out tests on the same heat pipe with a

variety of working fluids and combinations of

evaporator, adiabatic-section and condenser

lengths.

(ii) Laminar and turbulent tube flows with mass injection

have been reasonably well understood. By compari-

son, knowledge of laminar and turbulent tube flows

with large wall suction is limited at the present

time. Both theoretical and experimental data on

tube flows with large suction are urgently needed

to increase confidence in calculating pressure drops

due to vapor flow resistance,

(iii) Mechanisms of heat and mass transfer in groove wick

are not well understood at the present time. Detailed

studies should now be made.
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(iv) When the data recommended above become available/

complete performance of heat pipe will be able to

be developed with greater assurance of its accuracy,
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APPENDIX A

A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR LIMITATIONS OF HIGH
TEMPERATURE HEAT PIPES

A complete listing of the computer program in Fortran IV

language for calculation of sonic, entrainment, wick and

boiling limitations is given in this Appendix. This program

is written for application to the wrapped-screen-wick, open

rectangular-groove and screen-covered rectangular-groove heat

pipes. Also given in this Appendix are the flow diagram of

the program (Fig. Al), and the data input sheets (Table Al).

All the integers, beginning with I through N, at the input

are 5-digit figures (15); and all other inputs are 15-digit

figures (E15.6). The main Fortran input and output symbols

are defined as follows:

Input;
2

GRF gravitational constant, 981 cm/sec

ND number of sets of heat-pipe physical dimensions

NTHP type of heat pipes; i.e., 1 for wrapped screen,
2 for open groove, and 3 for screen covered groove

RG radius of vapor flow passage, cm

RI inner radius of heat-pipe container, cm

ZE length of"evaporator, cm

ZA length of adiabatic section, cm

ZC length of condenser, cm

PSI inclination of heat pipe, radian

RB effective bubble radius for boiling, cm

THETA liquid wetting angle, radian

A characteristic length for entrainment, cm
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Appendix A - Continued

CDWK thermal conductivity of wick material, erg/cm sec °K

RF effective hydraulic radius for liquid flow/ cm

C permeability factor for capillary structure,
a non-dimensional constant

EPSIL porosity of capillery structure

AREA cross-sectional area of capillary pores or
capillary grooves, cm

PERI wetted perimeter of capillary pores or
capillary grooves, cm

GRVN number of capillary grooves

WIDTH width of capillary grooves

DEPTH depth of capillary grooves

NP number of sets of fluid property input

TSAT fluid saturation temperature, °K
2

PSAT saturation vapor pressure, dyne/cm

CPF saturation liquid specific heat, ergs/gm °K

DENF saturation liquid density, -jm/cm

VSF saturation liquid viscosity, poise

CDF saturation liquid thermal conductivity

SFT saturation liquid surface tension, dyne/cm

HFG heat of vaporization, erg/gm

DENG saturation vapor density, gm/cm

VSG saturation vapor viscosity, poise

GAMMA vapor specific heats ratio

Output

ZE length of evaporator, cm

ZA length of adiabatic section, cm

ZA length of condenser, cm

PSI heat-pipe inclination, radian

A characteristic length for entrainment, cm

THETA liquid wetting angle, radian

RB effective bubble radius for boiling, cm

TSAT heat-pipe vapor temperature, °K
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Appendix A - Continued

QS sonic limitation/ erg/sec

QEL entrainment limitation, erg/sec

QWL wick limitation, erg/sec

QBL boiling limitation, erg/sec

QMAX ultimate heat-pipe limitation (i.e., smallest
of QSL, QEL, QWL, QBL), erg/sec.

(NOTE: 1 watt = 107 ergs/sec)
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Fig. Al Flow diagram of program for performance of high-temperature heat pipe

'

.

1
L-H

1

t

Input magnitude of gravitational acceleration, GRF J
* ,

In nut number of sets of heat pipe dimensions. ND

— *
Input value of NTHP for type of heat pipe : 1 for
wrauped screen, 2 for open groove, 3 for covered groover
Input heat pipe dimensions: RG, RI, ZE, ZA, ZC, PS~I,
RB. THETA. A. CDWK

no _^f^"^ "***~*̂ ^

\ yes

.Input further dimensions: RF, C, EPSIL, AREA, PERI \

Tyes

Input further dimensions: GRVN, WIDTH, DEPIV! ^

Input further dimension: GRVN, WIDTH, DRPTH, AREA. PERIJ

'Input number of sets of fluid properties, NP t

*
Input property values: TSAT, PSAT, GPF, DENF, VSF, CDF,
SFT. HFG. DENG. VSG. GAMMA

*Calculate sonic, entrainment, wick, boiling and overall
limitations

t
Output Tsat and heat pipe limitations

~ 1
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TABLE Al (a)

INPUT DATA FOR WRAPPED-SCREEN HEAT PIPE

GRF

ND

NTHP (=1)

RG

ZE

RB

RF

AREA

NP

TSAT

DENF

HFG

GAMMA

RI

ZA

THETA

C

PSAT

VSF

DEVG

ZC

A

EPSIL

CPF

CDF

VSG

PSI

CDWK

SFT
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TABLE Al (b)

INPUT DATA FOR OPEN-GROOVE HEAT PIPES

GRF

ND

NTHP (=2)

RG

ZE

RB

GRVN

NP

TSAT

DENF

HFG

GAMMA

RI

ZA

THETA

WIDTH

PS AT

VSF

DENG

ZC

A[

DEPTH

CPF

CDF

VSG

PSI

CDWK

SFT

SFT
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TABLE Al (c)

INPUT DATA FOR SCREENED-COVERED-GROOVE
HEAT PIPES

GRF

ND

NTHP

RG

ZE

RB

GRVN

AREA

NP

TSAT

DENF

HFG

GAMMA

(= 3)

RI

ZA

THETA

WIDTH

PERI

PSAT

VSF

DENG

ZC

A

DEPTH

CPF

CDF

VSG

PSI

CDWK

SFT
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SJOii < 7 3 5 2 , F ) , « C H I
C PERFORMANCE OF HI GH-TF.MPFP ATU^ E HriT PIPES

20 FORMAT (//43H PERFORMING11 OF HI GH-TfcvpE-i JTgc £ HEAT PIPES)
_ _

2 WPITF. (6,201
1 FORMAT ( 15)

21 FORMAT ( / / /56H ZF ZA ZC

1 PSI )

5
6
7
P
9

i n
11
12
13

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
2R
29
30
31
32
33

35
36

22 FORMAT </37H A THETA RB)
11 FORMAT (E15.6)
12 FORMAT (2E15.6)
13 FORMAT (3E15.6)
14 FORMAT (4E15.6I
16 FORMAT (6E15.6)

READ (5,11)GRF
READ (5,1) ND
DO 101 MO=1,ND
READ (5,1) NTH?
READ (5,12) PG,SI

OEAD (5,14) ZE,ZA,ZC,?SI
READ (5,14) 36, THETA, A.CDWK
IP (NTHP - 1) 35,31,35

35 IF (NTHP-2) 33,32,33
31 READ (5,13) RF,C,FPSIL

READ (5,12) AREA, PERI
RE = 2.*AP.EA/PE» I
GO TO 34 .

32 READ (5,13) GRVN', rflDTH, DEPTH
RE=WIDTH
GO TO 34

33 READ (5,13) GRVN, *IDTH, DEPTH
READ (5,12) A<?EA,PERI
PE = 2.*AREA/PEPI

34 READ (5,1) \P
WRITE 6,21)
WRITE 6,141 ZE,ZA,ZC,PSI
WRITE 6,22)
WRITE 6,13) A, THETA, RB
WRITE 6,23)

37 DO 102 Mp=l,N?
READ (5,13) TSAT,PSAT,CPF

39
40

READ
READ

(5
(5
,
,
14)

13)
DEMF
HFG,

t

0
VSF
ENG

,
,
CDF
VSG

,SFT

41 SEAD (5,11) GAMXA
42 dSL = DENG*HFC,*3.14159*RG*RG*SQP T (G AM.MA* PS AT / ( 2 . *OEMG*( GAMMA*! . ) ) )

44 DPC=2.«SFT*COS( THETA)/RE

46 IP (NTHP-1) 45,41,45
47 45 IF ,(NTHP -2) 43,42,<+3
48 41 DPP = C*VSF*(ZE*2.*;& + ZC)/(2.*3.14159*DENF*hFG*fc?SIL*SF*RF )
4° DPF = DPF/(R I*R-I-RG*RGJ
_5JL 3BL = 3.14159*TSAT*SFT*ZE*
51 OBL=OflL*(COF«-eowK-(l.-EPSILI*( COF-CDWK )
52 OPL = 06L/(HFG*OENG*RB*(RI-RG) > •
^3 vi&L=OeL/(CDF-t-CDv,K*(l.-EPSIL)*(COF-COWK)
54
55 GO TO 44
56 42 DPF=S
57 D?F=OPF/(5.*GRVN*DENF*HFG*(WIOTH**3)*(DEPTH**3)
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58

59
60
61
62

63
64
65
66
67

' 66
69
~r n
t V

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

80
81

83
34
85
36
37
98
R9
90
91
92
93

43

44

51

52

53
6C

61

103
23

71

72
73
75
74
77
76

102
101

OBL = 2.*TSAT*S»1T*(GRVN*WIOTH*COF*(3.141 59* < * I +3G ) -GP VN*WICT H) *CDWK, )
1 *ZE/( (RI-PG)*HFG*OENG*R3)
GC TO 44
DPF=36.C*VSF*< WlijTH**2«-DFPTH**2)*(ZE«-?.*ZA*ZC)
OPF=OPF/<5.*GSVN*OENF*HFG*(WIf)TH**3)*( DEPTH**?) )
QBL = 2.*TSAT*SFT*<GRVN*«IOTH-*cnn-< 3.1M 59*< RI +*G )-GP VN*WI DT H) *C OWK )

OPG2=32./(3. Itl59*3.14l59* DENG*HFG*HFG*DG**4 )
OPGX=4.*VSG/( 3. 14159*DENG*HFG*DG**4)
DO 103 M=l,5
If (M-l) 52,51,52
nPGl=OPGX*<21.«ZE+32.*ZA)
GO TO 53
DNM=FXP(0.8*ALQG(4.7+QWL/( 3. l4l 59*HFG«= ZE* V SG ) ) )
DMM=C. 048 1*C. 0494 /DNM

IF (DPS-OPC) 61,60,60
OWL=0
GO TO 103
AO=DPG2
60 = (DPF«-OPG1 )/2.
CO=OPS-DPC
OWL= (-BO*SO"T( BO*80-AQ*CO) )/AQ
FORMAT (//87h TSAT cs GEL

1 OWL OBL li^AX)
IF (OSL-OEL) 71,71,72

GO TO 73

IF (OMAX-QWL) 74,74,75

IF (OMAX-OFM* 76,76,77
OMAX=OBL
i^RITE (6,16) TSAT,QSL,OEL,QWL,Q3L,OMAX
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CALL EXIT
STOP
END
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APPENDIX B

A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PERFORMANCE OF
LOW-TEMPERATURE HEAT PIPES

A complete listing of the computer program in Fortran IV

language for calculation of complete performance of cryogenic

and ambient-temperature heat pipes is given in this Appendix;

both the maximum heat transfer capability and the evaporator-

as well as the condenser-wall temperatures at various

heat transfer rates are predicted. This program is applicable

to the wrapped-screen-wick, open rectangular-groove and

screen-covered rectangular-groove heat pipes. Also given in

this Appendix are the flow diagram of the program (Fig. Bl)

and the data input sheets (Table Bl). All the integers/

beginning with I through N, at the input are 5-digit fig-

ures (15); and all other inputs are 15-digit figures (E15.6).

The main FORTRAN input and output symbols are defined as

follows:

Input

NQ number of heat transfer rates at which the
evaporator and condenser temperatures are
calculated, ergs/sec.

QI initial heat transfer rates for temperature
calculations, ergs/sec

DQ stepwise increase of heat transfer rates for
temperature calculations, ergs/sec.

(All other input symbols are same as those defined in

APPENDIX A)
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Appendix B - Continued

Output

ZE
ZA
zc
PSI

THETA

TSAT

QMAX

TE

TC

DT

length of evaporator, cm

length of adiabatic section, cm

length of condenser, cm

angle of inclination of heat pipe, radian

liquid wetting angle, radian

saturation vapor temperature, °K

maximum heat transfer capability, ergs/sec

evaporator wall temperature, °K

condenser wall temperature, °K

temperature difference between the evaporator

and the condenser wails, °K
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Fig. Bl Flow diagram of program for performance of low-temperature heat pipe

I Input magnitude of gravitational acceleration. GRF I

Input number of sets of heat Pipe dimensions.

1
1

Inpirc value of NTHP for type of heat pipe: 1 for 1
wrapped screen, 2 for open groove, 3 for covered groove!

t
input heat pipe dimensions: RG, RI, ZE, ZA, ZC, PSI,
THETA. GDtfK : ,

Input number & magnitude of heat transfer rates, NQt

01. DQ

no

yes

jjnput further dimensions; RF. C. EPSIL. AREA.

no.

llnput further dimension; GRVN. WIDTH. DEPTO

Input further dimensions: GRVN, WIDTH, DEPTH, SREA,
PERI

jlnput number of sets, of fluid properties, NP

Input property values: TSAT, PSAT, CPF, DENF, VSF,
CDF, SFT, HFC. DENG, VSG

Calculate and output of heat pipe limitations at various
operating temperatures

Calculate and output condenser and evaporator wall
temperatures and total temperature drop at various
heat transfer rates
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TABLE Bl (a)

INPUT DATA FOR WRAPPED-SCREEN HEAT PIPE

GRF

ND

NTHP

RG

ZE

THETA

NQ

QI

RF

AREA

NP

TSAT

DENF

HFG

(= 1)
RI

ZA

CDWK

DQ

C

PERI

PSAT

VSF

DENG

ZC PSI

EPSIL

CPF

CDF

VSG

SFT
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TABLE Bl (b)

INPUT DATA FOR OPEN-GROOVE HEAT PIPE

GRF

ND

NTHP

RG

ZE

THETA

NQ

QI

GRVN

NP

TSAT

DENF

HFG

(= 2)

RI

ZA

CDWK

DQ

SIDTH

PS AT

VSF

DENG

ZC PSI

DEPTH

CPF

CDF

VSG

SFT
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TABLE Bl (c)

INPUT DATA FOR SCREEN-COVERED-GROOVE
HEAT PIPES

GRF

ND

NTHP

RG

ZE

THETA

NQ

QI

GRVN

AREA

NP

TSAT

DENF

HFG

(= 3)

RI

ZA

CDWK

DQ

WIDTH

PERI

PS AT

VSF

DENG

ZC PSI

DEPTH

CPF

CDF

VSG

SFT
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tJDB

I
3

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

15

17

15
20
21
?2
?3

25
26
27
28
29

31
32

34
35
36
37
33

40
41
42

4̂45
46
A7

48
49
50
51
52
53
54

55
56
57

f. PERFORMANCE OF LOW TEMPERATURE HEAT PIPES
20 FORMAT (///42H PERFORMANCE OF L CK-TEMPE 9 ATJRE HEAT PIPES)

WRITE (6,20)
1 FORMAT (15)

11 FORMAT (E15.6I
12 FORMAT (2E15.6)
13 FORMAT (3E15.6)
14 FORMAT (4E15.6)
15 FORMAT (5E15.6)

READ (5,11) GRF
PEAO (5,1) NO
00 101 MO=1,NO
READ (5,1)
READ ( 5,12 )
OG=2.*RG
PEAO (5,14)

NTHP
RG.RI

ZE,ZA,ZC,PSI
P.FAO (5,12) THETA, COWK
REAO (5,1) NO .
PEAO (5,12)
IF (NTHP-1)

35 IF (NTHP-?I
31 FEAD (5,131

01,00

35,31,35
33,32,33
9F,C,EPSIL

READ (5,12) A&FA.PEK1
RE=2.*AREA/PER.I
GP TO 34

32 READ (5,13)
RF=wlOTH
GO TO 34

33 READ ( 5,1? 1
SEAL (5,1?)

G"VN, WIDTH, DEPTH

GRVN.wIDTh, DEPTH

f P=?.*iR EA/PEC I
34 PTAO (5,11 NP
21 FORMAT (//72H ZF It. ZC

1PSI THETA)
WITE (6,?1)
^ITF (6,15)
DO 10? MP=1,
PEiD (5,131
RFAO (5,14)
KF AC (5,13)

ZC,ZA,ZC,?SI, THETA
NP
TSAT.PSAT.CPF
OENF,VSF,COF,SFT
HFG,OENG, VSG

DPC=2.*SFT*COS(THFTAI/RF

IF (NTHP-1)
45 IF (NTHP-2)
41 D?F=C*VSF*(Z

OPF = OPC/ ( R I*
G^1 TO 44

45,41,45
43,42,43

3I_cf,*K.GI

WIOTH**2*4.*D-=.>TH**?»*(/F.*?.*2A*ZCI
OPF = OPF/ (S.*GaVN*OFNF*HFG* ( W I QT H** j ) * ( DEPTH*-'-' 3 ) )
GC TO 44

*3 ppplopp/^^
44 OPG2=32./( 3.

DPGX=4.*VSG/
00 103 M=l,5
IP (M-l) 52,

51 Dr>Gl=f)?GX*(2
GO TU 53

6? ONM=EAP(C.9*

GRi^OFNF*HFEGl(IlOTH^Z3l*lDe2rSiA,r
14159*3. 14150*OENG*HFG*HFG"tH:.' *^« )

51,52
l.*ZF*32.*ZA)

ALOG(H.7*3WL/( 3. 14 1 5^^HFG*/'r*-.vSG) ) )
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59
fcO
61
62

OP~,1 = OPGX*(ZI
53 IF (OPS-OPC)
6P GWL = 0

GO TO 103

B/ONM*32.*ZA)
M,*.C,6C

63 61 AO=DPG2

3Q=(DPF*DPG1

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

78
79
80

CQ=OPS-OPC

DC 1C4 M0=l, 10
IF (MQ-1) 72,71

71 w=OWL
GO TO 73

72 0=0*00
73 DTGE=E XP( 0. 3*AL

10*HO-AO*M»I/A0

,72

G/!^^7Cl5i*DtNGMOi**r)MC?o!ai*0.0^9*/OTGFI*HFG»
OTGA=128.*VSG*0*Z«/(3. 141 5 9* OF NG* ( OG**«- ) «HFG)

DTGE=TSAT*DTGE/
OTGA=TSAT*DTGA/
DTGC=TSAT*DTGC/
FF rjTHP-1) S2,

(OENG*HFGI
(OENG*HFG)
(OENG*riFG)
81,82

31 81 CDh = C O F * ( C O F * C O w X - ( 1 .-FPS I L ) * ( C CF-CDwK j ) / ( Cr>F*C;>vK* ( 1 . -EPS I L ) - ( C.OF
1 - C O W K ) )

32
83
84
S5
86
37

DTwE=Q*(P!-RG)

GO TO 83
32 EPP=GRVN*WIOTn,

CDE=FPP*COF*( 1

M3.14159*CDE*ZC*(RI*KG) )

M3.l4l59*(-I*Ra»>

M^^^CD^ZC^RURG.)
FXP t 5 . H*OF? TH

1 / W I D T H I * F . X P ( - 5 . 4 * O E P T H / W I O T H )

39

90 83 T E = T S A T - O T G E * O T W E
91

92

T C = T 5 A T - 2 . * O T G E - O T G A - O T G C - O T W C

O T E C = O T G E * O T G A * O T G C * O T H C * O T W E

93 22 F O R M A T ( / / 69H

1 f )T)

K2

T S A T QMAA TF TC

1
1

94
95
96
97
98
99
00
ri

IF (MO
23 FORMAT
91 w»ITE

WOfTE

-1
(
) 92
/53H

(6,221
(6,15)

WRITE (6
. 0=OI-DO
GU TO

*2 WRITE
93
(6

,23)

,14)

,91 ,92

TSAT,

J,TF,

0 TE TC

0,TE,TC,DTEC

TC.OTEC

DT)

CC. 'NT INUE
,1̂ 4 102 CONTINUE
1^5 101 CONTINUE
106
AQ7
108

CALL EXIT
STUP
END
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